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Sectigo Certificate Manager (SCM) is an industry leading, CA agnostic 
platform, purpose-built to issue and manage the lifecycles of all public 
and private digital certificates through a single pane of glass. SCM 
authenticates and secures every human and machine identity across  
the enterprise. 

With SCM, customers can automate the issuance and management of 
Sectigo digital certificates, alongside digital certificates originating from 
other public Certificate Authorities (CAs) as well as private CAs such 
as Microsoft Active Directory Certificate Services (ADCS), AWS Cloud 
Services and Google Cloud Platform (GCP).
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Crypto Agility 
Digital certificate lifespans are getting shorter and shorter. Google’s announcement 
to reduce maximum public TLS certificate validity to 90 days means that certificate 
automation has become more critical than ever before, and Sectigo offers plenty of 
options for automation, including the ACME protocol.

Why Do the Largest Brands Choose Sectigo?

Certificate Management in the Cloud 
Cloud-based efficiency means lower cost of deployment, faster threat discovery, 
automation, and perimeterless security across modern cloud and multi-cloud 
environments.

Vendor Consolidation 
An open, interoperable, and easy-to-deploy CLM platform, to avoid platform 
proliferation and vendor lock-in. 

Enterprise Integrations 
SCM integrates with leading technology providers to give customers deployment 
flexibility and customizations to work within their unique environments. SCM 
integrations include:  

     •  Popular DevOps platforms like Kubernetes, Docker, HashiCorp. 

     •  More than a dozen leading technology providers including AWS, Google,  
         F5, A10 Networks and Kemp. 

     •  Popular CDNs like Akamai. 

     •  Notification applications like Microsoft Teams and Slack.

Dedicated Support 
Industry-leading customer support with white glove service from onboarding to 
continued account services.

About Sectigo 
Sectigo is a leading provider of Certificate Lifecycle Management (CLM) 
and digital certificates – establishing a strong foundation of digital trust for 
companies of all sizes. Sectigo’s universal CLM platform is CA agnostic and 
automates the lifecycles of both public and private digital certificates, regardless 
of origin, within a single platform. Sectigo integrates across the tech stack 
and enables organizations to easily secure all human and machine identities 
across vast networks. With over 20 years of experience, Sectigo’s heritage as a 
Certificate Authority is uniquely positioned to provide over 700,000 customers 
the confidence they need in an increasingly challenging cybersecurity landscape. 
For more information, visit www.sectigo.com.

Industry Recognition

The Company  
We Keep

Single Pane of Glass 
Not all CLM platforms are created equal. SCM works to establish digital trust with 
a single login, and does not need additional bolt-on solutions to deliver complete 
visibility across all cryptographic assets




